Law School Exchange

Law School Exchange is a resource sharing platform offered by West Academic. In terms of the types of materials available, the site indicates that “Casebooks, syllabi, Nutshells, Hornbooks, teacher’s manuals, cases, class materials, manuscripts, scholarly articles, exams, quizzes and more can be found on Law School Exchange.” Materials may be posted as public or private; Materials designated as Private, that you have shared with a colleague on Law School Exchange, cannot be downloaded or shared by them. Your shared Private materials will display in a search results to you and to those you have granted access but not to anyone else. Faculty who already have a West Academic account can access the site. If you don’t have an account you can register for one here. Please note that this is not the same account as your Westlaw/TWEN account.

Secondary Sources on Westlaw

Effective this month, Thomson Reuters offers a redesign to their secondary source offerings on Westlaw. Although the content remains essentially unchanged, the user interface and experience has improved. Among the changes are improved navigation among the titles in this library, more informative scope notes detailing the content, more functionality in the table of contents, and a new “Reading Mode” feature. The Reading Mode presents users with greater context for the section they are viewing, and lends a browsable quality to the material. More information on these enhancements may be found here.